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Contact:  If you should have any trouble with these worksheets please contact Edward Fowler (517) 241-0171
Line No.
Description of Data Item/Formula
VOC
NOx
CO
PM2.5
1
Number of fleet trucks to receive technological advancements
2
Average number of miles each truck travels per day
3
Average speed the fleet travels
4
Current emissions factor based on the scale provided in the look-up table (see below)
5
Total fleet VMT per day = (Line 1)*(Line 2)
6
Current fleet emissions production = (Line 5)*(Line 4) [g/mi]
7
Estimated efficiency from the EPA's verified technology list click here (given in decimal equivilant)*
8
Calculated emissions reduction based on efficiency factor = (Line 6)*(Line 7)[g/day]
9
Annual emission reduction=((Line 8*340days)/1000g) [Kg/Yr]
10
Annual emission reduction in TONS per Year = (Line 9)*(.0011) [Ton/Year]
11
Daily emissions reduction of entire fleet =(Line 8/1000g) [Kg/day]
12
Project life in years (Yrs)
13
Total project cost for this application (CMAQ plus Match) ($)
14
Emission reduction over the life of the project=L10*L12 (Tons/Life)
15
Emission reduction over the life of the project=(L9*L12) (Kg/Life)
16
Cost per Ton over the life of the project=(L13/L14) ($/Tons/Life)
17
Cost per Kilogram over the life of the project=(L13/L15) ($/Kg/Life)
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